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The ancient Azmerians built complex trials to test aspiring leaders; body, mind and soul. To choose candidates for his Labyrinth, Emperor Isaro revived this tradition with his sinister designs. The description on the official website The Way of Exile is a static puzzle spread throughout the action and maps of
the game, which test the player's mechanical ability to control the movement of the character. They have been introduced to the game in the Ascension League and must be completed to unlock or progress class domination - for that matter they are the mechanics of the league. The completion of the tests
of domination opens the various tiers of the Lord's Labyrinth. They should not be completed in any particular order, however each maze must be completed in order of increasing complexity before being allowed to progress to the next. Each test exhibits only one class trap, acting as a textbook form for
the maze. Only after all the tests have been completed will the player be able to enter the Maze of related difficulties. The tests also contain many doors and switches (levers) and then the tests also contain timing levers that will automatically switch if later the lever runs. In some cases, the levers are
placed to deliberately mislead the player. The trials of the eternal labyrinth are much longer than previous trials, and have stages of increasing complexity. Progress through trials is shared between all player characters based on the league and is always in specified zones, but randomly placed inside.
Each of the trials associated with normal, cruel and merciless difficulties (faded); start with a door with the inscription Ascension Test and finish on a sign that reads The Ascension Test Plate that, when pressed, generate a reverse portal to the door at the entrance. A bronze monograph is present at the
entrance to each of these early tests and show up on a mini-map, as while later maps are shown on mini cards as . Court plaques in the eternal trials of the maze fall Sentence goddessIt is time for the Goddess to give her the final verdict. Your destiny is in her hands. Travel to the applicants' area and
spend this item to open the Eternal Maze. You must have completed six different Ascension Trials found on maps to gain access to this area. when clicked, regardless of whether a particular test had been completed earlier. List of trials of domination Trial plate for a normal maze (click, To enlarge)
(normal) Maze: Lower Prison, Act 1, contains spike traps Crypt Level 1, Act 2, contains spinning blades Of The Chamber of Sins Level 2, Act 2, contains Saw Crematorium, Law 3, contains catacombs' furnace traps, Law 3, contains Blade Sentries, Act 3, contains dart trap Court sign for the brutal maze
(click) Trial plate for the merciless maze (click to enlarge) The Relentless Maze: Trial Plate for the Eternal Maze (click to enlarge) Eternal Maze: Dream Trial Sleep Depth Tips hide the glove that sharpens the body and mind. You will discover the Ascension Test on the map. Tap the right mouse button to
add this prophecy to your character. Print Cost: 2x Silver Coin Prophecy increases the chances the card will choose the mechanics of league dominance when its tile set is generated. The quest tracker indicates that the league mechanic was chosen by displaying the prophecy when the player is inside
the card. Users of the Global 820 channel often share portals on their maps when they contain tests either completed or incomplete (i.e. with or without the Goddess's proposal, it is time for the Goddess to deliver her final verdict. to access this area. reward). The history version of Change 3.0.0 Access to
the Lord's Maze has been reworked. Once unlocked, each maze can be accessed from the Challenger Square. Each of the four Labyrinths is named after old difficulties: The Normal Maze, The Cruel Maze, The Relentless Maze and the Endgame Maze. Each of them now requires the completion of three
tests, as well as earlier Labyrinths. Access to the maze of the endgame now requires the completion of the three previous Labyrinths. To access the brutal maze, you have to complete a normal maze and 3 preliminary tests, and be at least level 40. To gain access to the Relentless Maze, you must
complete a brutal maze and 3 more preliminary tests, and be at least at level 50. Access to the Endgame Maze requires you to complete the Relentless Maze and 6 Test Maps, and be at least at level 60. All mazes are now available through The Challenger Square. The new user interface lets you choose
which maze you want to enter. This user interface shows what tests you have and are not completed. (Undocumented) Portal Return Sites have been moved from the memorial plaque area to help avoid clicking on them while trying to pick up suggestions. 2.3.0 There are six new Ascension tests that can
be found on untal over-the-counter maps. These tests are more complex and random than those in a normal game. The completion of the Trial rewards you with offering the GoddessThis time for the Goddess to give her the final verdict. Your destiny is in her hands. Travel to the applicants' area and
spend this item to open the Eternal Maze. You must have completed six different Ascension Trials found on the Maps to access to this area. Item. Once you have completed all six tests, you will be able to use your suggestion to the goddess of items in the mapping device to access the maze of endgame.
These items are not cards, so you can't use victim snippets or chisels on them. The endgame and maze trials include a new type of trap - Sentinel Traps: These traps apply one of many effects in the area and can be temporarily disabled, on the eve of them. Progress through Ascension Trials is now
shared among all your characters in the league. 2.2.2 Correction of various placement issues related to Strongboxes, Perandus chests and outing exiles where they can spawn inside the Judicial Climbing Trap. 2.2.0 Links - The Path of Exile. Ascension trials. The official website of the Path of Exile. 1.
Normal Maze 2. Cruel Maze 3. Relentless Maze 4. Uber Maze Normal Maze Normal Maze can be accessed after completing 6 Normal Maze Tests. The brutal labyrinth of the Labyrinth of the Cruels can be reached after the completion of Normal Maze and 3 Cruel Trials. The merciless maze of the
Relentless Maze can be obtained after the completion of a brutal maze and 3 merciless trials. The Eternal Maze Maze Endgame can be accessed after completing the Relentless Maze and the next 6 tests that only spawn on the cards. Need to keep an eye on your trials? Check out our trial tracker! Do
you see a mistake or want to add something? Leave a comment! Help us make it the best guide for new players. No information? Get in touch! - Enjoying the content? Support us! Players gain access to four mazes after completing each Ascension Test There are four maze locations in the Path of Exile
that can be accessed after completing a total of 18 Ascension Trials in their respective locations. Here we will provide the locations of each maze, as well as details of access to them and Ascension tests that need to be completed in POE. The labyrinth is a unique dungeon that contains the Altar of
Ascension. It is filled with puzzles, traps, monsters and the boss's struggle. Boss Isaro must be defeated in three separate battles as he stands guard. Due to the lack of path points or checkpoints, you have to finish the Maze in one attempt, otherwise you will run the Maze from the beginning after death.
When you have finished it, you will reward you with the Altar of Ascension so that you can choose and ascend your characters to the Ascension class along with the two Points of Ascension. The remaining three mazes of difficulty, once you reach the altar, you will be given two more points of Ascension.
The Ascension Class Rich Choice of Passive Skills is available for all classes. Each class has three Ascension class options. Scion has only one Ascension class, but takes small snippets from all other classes. You may not spend regular Passive Points in your chosen Ascension, but Ascension Points
can be used on Ascension Passivity. The only way to choose one from Ascension Collect points to complete the maze located in Sarn Camp Law 3. Traps There are six main traps of traps in tests: Spike TrapsSpikes appear through a timer or pressure plate marked with a small green circle in the center
of the trap. SawbladesRun on a pre-set linear trajectory and then change yourself back from the end of your journey. The levers can turn them off. Spinning BladesThey follow the set path and reverse. You can turn off with levers and switches. The TrapsDeal furnace damage from the fire at 25% of life
per second. Blade SentriesCircular blades that do more damage the closer you are to the center of Sentry. Dart TrapFires dart on the timer or when the pressure plate is triggered. These are the slow movements of the player. The Normal Maze of Ascension Trials gives you access to the Normal Labyrinth
after completing 6 Normal Labyrinth Ascension Trials on the Path of Exile. Trial Piercing Truth: Law 1, Lower Prison (en) Judicial Danger: Spike traps to avoid being caught in spikes, use a quicksilver flask or motion ability. Trial Swirling FearLocation: Act 2, Crypt Level 1 (en) Trial Hazards: Rotating
Blades Use a flask or motion ability if you want to avoid damage from blades. Trial Crippling GriefLocation: Act 2, House of Sins Level 2 (en) Trial Dangers: Sawblades Using Flexible Motion Skills. RageLocation Burning Trial: Law 3, Crematorium: Trial Dangers: Furnace Traps It's Pretty Easy to Pass By
that. However, if you lose a lot of health, just kill the skeletons to get bigger. Trial protracted PainLocation: Act 3, Catacombs: Trial Dangers: Bladed Sentries Use good motion skills or quicksilver to avoid damage at all costs, as they do more harm than other traps. Use the Granite Flask to avoid the center
of Sentry in case you find yourself stuck there. Trial of Stingy Doubt Distribution: Act 3, Imperial Gardens Test Dangers: Poisonous Dart Traps If You Hit, Use a treatment flask to remove the effect of the poison and the speed of movement slowly debuff. It's relatively easy to dodge though. The test site in
the brutal labyrinth, completing the previous set of tests, will lead you to the trials of the ascension of the brutal labyrinth in POE. Trial Piercing Truth: Law 6, Jail trial danger: Spike traps, as always, use a quicksilver flask or motion skills. Trial Swirling FearLocation: Law 7, Crypt Trial Dangers: Rotating
Blades Watch out for levers and switches to turn off the blades. Trial Crippling GriefLocation: Act 7, House of Sins Level 2 (en) Trial Danger: Saw Blades Hold a granite flask on hand in case the blades you. The Relentless Maze of Ascension Trials Place Finishing a Cruel Maze and Three Relentless
Ascension Trials in POE will give you access to Burning RageLocation Trial: Law 8, Bath House: The furnace traps move quickly through the furnace, avoiding traps as the lava approaches. Protracted PainLocation Trial: Law 9, Tunnel Trial Danger: Blade Sentries Trial Tingling DoubtLocation:
DoubtLocation: 10, Ossuary Trial Dangers: Poison Dart Traps Uber Maze Ascending Trials Places Completion of the Relentless Maze Opens the following six Tests That Can Only Spawn From Maps and So Their Places Are Random: Trial Crippling Grief: Sawblades Trial Piercing Truth: Spike Traps Trial
Swirling Fear: Blade Sentries Trial Burning Rage: Poisonous Trap Finally and it will celebrate all completed tests with green circles. Circles.
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